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This cssny will critically examine faitXI Jak<10li, literally translated as "the art of 
fmmy things,n ill a number of separate but connected unjque and tulivcrsal <:ou
texts. I wish to make clear right from the outset that thjs essay is not an exercise 
in theoretically and practically reviewing the exi~ting literature on humor, nor 
an attPmpt to make a comprehensive examination of what humor is, i.e., its form 
and content, nor, for that matter, what humor does, i.e., its social function. ' 
While the theoretical and practical, ontological ;md epistemological, or qualita
tive and utilitarim1 questions are extremely import;mt, my principal concerns are 
with faiva fakaol.i, i.e., the Tong<m art of humor. I will situate my topic in the 
broader theoretical-practical, ontological-epistemological, qua)jtative-util.itmian 
contexts of the subject of humor, but only insofar as some of its relevant associ
ated aspects have lllerged with my investigation of Tongan humor. I hope, then, 
to contribute some auswers to these broader-based, more generalized qucstious 
<IS to, at least, what Tongan humor is and does. There have emerged some ucw 
insights into Tongan humor, amidst many otl1er th ings, when it is theorized 
within my new general tii-vii (time-space) theory or reality (Ka'ili 2005; Mahina 
2003a, 2004b: 186-98; Mahina et al . 2004; Mrmina, Ka'ili, and Ka'ili 2006; 
cf. Adam 1990; Harvey 1990). 

Specifically, this Tongan mt fonn will be exmnined ill the wider context of 
the ontological and epistemological dimensions of t<'i mKI vii (Miihina 2002b, 
2004b: 86-98). In ontological terms, t1i and vii are the common medium in which 
all thii1gs are, in a single level of reality, connecting nature, mind, and society. 
But, i11 epistemological ways, ta and va arc social <:oustructs, involvii1g their 
relative bumau arraugcmcut within and across cultures. lu particular, Tongan 
a1ts, like a•ts in general, are underpinned by ta and va as a common medium of 
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existence and of :ut as a special way of life. As such, the outological dimensious 
of tii and va arc t•pistemologically transfonnt•d by means of form and content, 
and •Hl' p<.>cul i;u· lo each of the arts, as in thr individual art forms sucll as fa iva 
he/e'ultila (cinema or film), tuJunga faitii (photography), and tufimga tiifafmt 
(tattooing), among many otl1ers. In an att<'mpt to r<'ddlne ;ut in a novel wuy. 
I will situate it in the broader context of both the onto I oro-- and epistemology of 
tii and vii. 

In doing so, a number of unexaminf'd issues of imml'nSE' aesthetic signiflcant.-e 
such as the form, content, medium, tmd function of art will be briefly scnrti
nized. Some specillc ex:uuples from Tongan performance and matNial mts will 
be e\mnined, mainly in viC'w of their wlivcrsal ta-vii b;t~is. Similarly, I will con
sider the lack of distinction in Tongan thinking between humor as a work of art 
c-oncrrning h111nan absmdities <Uld the laughtC'r mising as the huuum response 
to them, as well as the general ambivalence in academic ;md popular attitudes 
toward hwuor. Follo,ving, 1 shall discuss a particular kind of humor by one of 
the wdl-known Tongan humorists or t.'Omediaus, the late SeiCJnft, who eff('c
tively produc<'d il in til<' context of a dream. ln this context, both humor and 
dreams, like art generally, have common investigative, tmnsfomwtive, tmd C.'Om-
municatin' capadtit'S which lie in close prox:imity to both psychoanalysis aud 
hypnosis. While psychoanalysis involv<•s a transformation from thr conscious to 
the unc.:onscions, hypnosis undergoes a movement that begins with a myth aud 
ends with a dream \vithin an environment of total conc<•ntmtion <Uld compl<'le 
sil<'ncc (Mahinn 2003b). Thus, humor, drt>ams, and myths have a universal 
psychoanalytic and hypnotic e fl'ect of an cxtrrme therapeutic nat me (Mahina 
1999b, 2003a; cf. Bott 19i2; La Fontaine 19i2). 

Ta and Va: Towards a General Time-Space Theory of Reality 

THE CRIT ICAL INQUIRY INTO THE SUBJECT MATTER under investigation, 
Tongan art of humor, will be conducted in two distinct but related theoreti
cal contexts. In the first instance, Tongan humor will be reflected upon 
within tlw general ta-va themy of reality (Mahina 2002b, 2004b; cf. Harvey 
1990; Ka'ili 2005, 2007), and, in the second place, I will examine it in the 
context o[ the general ta-va theory of art (Miihina 2002b, 2004a), where the 
latter is a de~ivative of the {onuer. Both the fundamentali ty and fonnality of 
the general ta-va theory of reality enable it to enter all fields of study, within 
and across nature, mind, <\nd society. Herein, reality is conv('niently divided 
into nah1re, mjnd, <Uld society, where both mind and society arc themselves 
in nature. Based on conflict, the general ta-va theory of r<'ality advances a 
view that all things in nature, mind, <.md society st<u1d in et<'mal relations of 
('xcb<mgc. 

This view of r<'ality is evident in the general ta-va themy of art, which 
recognizes the philosophical fact that conflict (or intersection) lies at the 
heaJ.t of all atts (Mahina l 999c; cf. Anderson 1962; Baker 1979; Helu 1999). 
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This can be seen in performance and mate1ial mts, where conflict exists 
in the form of intersection of lines and spaces of different subject matters, 
while, in the case of literature, conflict takes place by means of the interface 
of human meanings. Take the performance and material arts faiva lwka 
(dance), and tujunga langcifale (architecture) where conflict is manifested in 
terms of intersecting bodily ·movements and irtterfacing Lines and spaces 
respective ly. Within the context of lite rature, conflict occurs by way of the 
intersection of human meanings, as in the case offaiva ta'anga (poetry) and 
faiva fananga (mythology) both dealing with contradictions in tl1e human 
situation in a unH1ed, systematic mmmer. Aesthetically speaking, these 
conflicting tendencies, whether by means of intersecting lines and spaces or 
in terms of the meeting point of human meanings, are symmetiically trans
formed to produce hannony and beauty (Mahina 2002b, 2005b; cf. H elu 
1999; Kaeppler 1993; Moyle 1987). 

The general ta-va theory of reality has, among many others, the foUowing 
tenets (Mallina 2002a, 2002b, 2004c; cf. Ka'ili 2005; Adam 1990; Harvey 
1990): 

- that the general ta-va theory of reality is philosophically-led, 
empirically-d.Jiven, and conflict-based in form and content; 

- that reality i~ divided into nature, mind, and society, where mind and 
society are both in nature; 

- that ontologically ta and va are the common medium in which all 
things are, in a single level of reality, spatia-temporality or four-sided 
dimensionality; 

- that epistemologically ta and va are socially arranged diflerently in 
different cultures; 

- that the relative coalition of ta and va across cultw-es is conflicting in 
nature; 

- that ani things in natw-e, mind, and society stand in eternal re lations of 
exchange to one another, giving rise to conilict or order; 

- that conflict and order are permanent features of all things in nature, 
mind, and society; 

- that conflict and order in the form and content of all things in nature, 
mind, and socie ty are of the same logical status, in that order is itse lf an 
expression of conflict; 

- tl1at ta and va are the abstract dimensions of the .fo.to ( fonn) and uho 
(content), of all things, in nature, mind, and society; 

- that the fuo and uho of all things in nature, mind, and society are the 
concrete dimensions of ta and va; 
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- that while ta does not exclusively correspond to form aml va entire ly to 
space, both entities combined give form and content to all things of the 
one cu1d only order of being; 

- that while ta-va is universal, all thing~ in nah1re, miJ1d, and society, 
have nevertheless further myriad and infinitely complex forms in 
dialectical relation to other countless and multifaceted contents; aml 

- that ta and va, like fuo and uho of all things in nature, mind, and society, 
are insepanlble botl1 in mind as in reality. 

On the one hand, ta and va are ontologically said to be "given'· entities in 
nature and on the other hand, they ru·e epistemologically considered to be 
"man-made" tendencies. Both tl1eir ontological and <-'pistemological dimen
sions are present in all types of humcu1 activity, for example, mt as a special 
form of social practice. Take, lor instance, the natural entity of ongo (sound), 
which is, as a subject matter of ~utistic creation, tnmsformec.l both symmehi
cally and rhythmically to hiva (music). By tl1e same token , hiva, like all 
products of human creativity and activity, is both natural cmd social in nature. 
By vittue of this transformative capacity, lhe aims of all a1t forms m·e con
cemed witl1 the production of order , a state of afltlirs that is consciously 
achieved through ilie mediation of conflicts. A building is, for example, in a 
condition of order when all of the ec1ual and opposite forces meet at a 
common point of inte rsection. As a counterpoising of equal and opposite 
forces, this state of order is itself a form of conflict. 

Ta and Va: Towa1·ds a General Time-Space Theory of Art 

Cenerally, art can be defined as a ta-va, fuo-uho transformation taking place 
on both the abstract ;mel concrete levels (Mahina 2002a, 2004b). On the 
gencral and specific levels, art involves the rhythmic intensification of tii <mel 
fuo and symmetrical reorganization of va and uho, the principal aim of which 
is to produce hannony and beauty. This brings rhyth11J, symmetry, harmony, 
and above all beauty into a common aesthetic focus. Beauty is conditioned 
by or a function of rhythm, symmetry, and hannony, all of which are qualities 
internal to art. All these inhinsic qualities come to define art as a special 
form of social activity, temporally and spatially dcmcu·cating it from other 
fonns of soci<J.l activity. 

On the other hand, the impact of art on people constitutes its external 
qualities. Examples of these u1 Tongan mt are the "divine" feelings of nu/f(llw , 
.. warmili," vela, "buming fire," and tauelangi, literally "reaching-the-sky," 
i.e., excitement (Mahina 1999c, 200.5b, 2007; Mahina and Mahina-Tuai 2007; 
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cf. Helu 1999; Kaeppler 1993). These feelings are created by Tongan faiva 
(the composite mts of poetry, music, and dance or the fulfilling or uplifting 
emotions of amusement and laughter triggered by the Tongan art of the 
ludicrous). As an outcome, these external qualities, inter alia, give 1ise to 
what can be called the function of ait (Hixon 2000; Kaeppler 1993; Layton 
1991; Moyle 1987; Thomas 1995).2 These external qualities are themselves 
the relations which art enters into, as in the case of the healing effect of 
laughter as an outcome of humor. 

The eHective rhythmic intensification of ta and fuo and symmetrical rear
rangement of va and uho generate a transfiguration from a situation of chaos 
to a condition of harmony, i.e., a sustained spatio-temporal, substanti<U
form<u movement towm·d beauty. There are largely two types of ta-va and 
fuo-uho, the one intemal and the other external to art. The first type takes 
place within aJt and involves a reconstitution of ta and va <mel fuo-uho, defin
ing it as a unique way of life. The second type of transformation occurs 
outside of art, speciflcally in terms of the eHects it has on people or simply 
its use. In these two distinct but related contexts, rut can further be defined 
a~ formally a kind of inqujry and practically a means of commtmication. In 
aesthetic terms, art is a fonn of investigation of beauty, which, as a tool of 
communication, has the tendency to transform conflicts into orde1·, creating 
a hypnotic nature. Thus, ait has both investigative and conwu.micative 
tendencies, both of which are commonly underscored by transformative 
capacities of a peculiar spatio-temporal order (Mahina 1H9Hc, 2004a). 

Fuo and Uho: Form and Content of Art 

As far as ru-t is concemed, the tl·ansformation of ta and va is manifested in 
terms of fuo and uho or their concrete spatio-temporal manifestations 
(Mahina 2003a, 2005a, 2005b). In other words, ta and va are the absh·action 
of the fuo and uho of things in reality. There has largely been a failure 
to make this logical connection between the concrete and abstract levels 
in aesthetics. Like ta and va, either as a common medium of existence or 
their relative transcultural arrangement, the fuo and uho of things are 
inseparable in reality. Where th.ere is ta, there is va. By implication, art is 
four-dimensional; however, existing literature largely treats a~t as three
dimensional (Mahina 2003b, 2004a; cf. Anderson 1962; Baker 1979; 
Helu 1999). To say that all things exist in ta and va and that they m·e essen
tially spatio-temporal is simply to say that all things are inseparably four
dimensional. Things in nature, mind, and society are either condensed or 
rarefied by means of form <mel content, giving 1ise to their temporal-spatial, 
fonnal-subst<mtial va1iations (Mahina 2002b, 2004a; cf. Baker 1979). 
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A1t l·onns are spatia-temporally differentiated from one another by means 
of the form <md content of the ir respective subject mattPrs, such as sound for 
music and bodily movements for dance. Such a mode of ta-va and fuo-uho 
diffe rentiation is made apparent throughout the whole artistic spectrum. 
Som<' instances of local and foreign art forms will be examined to 
demonstmte their common appeal to the universality of ta and va as a basis 
of art. As visual arts, faiva helc'uhila and tufunga 1~tita, for example, deal with 
images as their common content, while the temporal vmiations between 
imag<'s themselves make up its form. Both arts are concerned with 11wving 
and still images, respective ly. I n both film and photography, llwmna (light) 
is the common medium. As for mm or cinema, a distinction between silent 
and talking movies is made based on the basis of absence or presence of 
the added dimension of language. As a medium, light (which is temporally 
and spatially embodied in terms of lll1eal and spatial intersection) C<Ul be 
black m1d white or multiple colors. 

The same applies to the art of tattooing, Like dm1ce, which is typicaJJy yet 
mistakenly taken to be body-art. In fact, the body is merely the medium for 
h1funga tatatau, the traditional Moana or Polynesi<Ul art oflineal-spatial (i.e., 
temporal-spatial, formal-substantial) intersection. Tattooing combines lines 
(i.e., time, 1-orm) and spaces (i.e., content), respectively mmlifesled by way 
of black-colored ink and the reddish-brownish skin typical of the Momut or 
Polyn<'sian peoples. In addition, the temporal variations of the associated 
kupesi (complex and e laborate geometric designs) provide its form, defining 
the rhythm that underlies it as an art fonn. The' 'uli (black) and kula (red) 
colors are fundamental to Moana or Polynesian material arts, and taken to be
syn1bolic not only of women <md men but also of the natural qualities and
social roles respectively associated •vith them in the productive and repro
ductive spheres (Mahina, Ka'ili, <md Ka'ili 2006). Apcut from tattooing, these
two colors are commonly used in the production of kupesi in many if not
all art forms, e .g., tujunga La/ava, "kafa-cord-lashing" {connected with the
mate rial arts tufunga langafale, "house-building,'' and tuJunga jo'uvt1ka, 
"boat-building"), koka 'anga, "bcu·k-cloth-mak:ing," and liilanga, "weaving,"
among m<my others (Mahina 1999c, 2002b).3 

Faiva and Tufunga: Performance and Material Arts 

As we shaJJ sec, there is a clear universal ta-va tmderpinning common to
all <ut fonns. Generally, Tongan art can be divided into performance and
material arts (Mahina 2002b). There may be a third kind, referred to here
as nimamea'a (fine arts), such as koka'anga (bark-cloth-making) and lalanga.
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Performance and material arts were traditionally practiced by males while 
nimamea'a were practiced by females. Performance ruts, or faiva, include a 
number of mt forms such as faiva ta'anga,.faiva hiva (music), faiva haka, and 
fruva f~1kaoli, amongst others. On the other hand, material arts (collectively 
called tujunga) include tufunga langafale, tttfunga tanwka (stone-cutting), 
tu:funga lalava, and tufunga Uitatau, amidst many other art forms. In all, the 
terms faiva ru1d tufunga literally mean beating space, i.e., time-space, thus 
bringing both ta and vii into the whole aesthetic equation. 

Aesthetically, these pe1formance ~mel material art fonns vary in terms 
of fom1, content and medium, and they perfonn multiple functions with 
physical, psychological, and social values as means of human communica
tion. These two major art fonns, as welJ as the many subdivisions associated 
with them, have a clear substantial-formal, spatio-temporal ba•is. In fact, the 
terms faiva ru1d tufunga, like the corresponding faiva ta'anga and tufunga 
lalava, basically mean ta and va. AlJ these arts, with their investigative and 
cornrnunicative tendencies, undergo a specific kind of ta-va, fuo-uho trans
formation involving a reconstitution of their form, content, and function 
which takes place within and outside of them (Mi.iluna 2003a). 

Oli and Kata: Funny and Laughter 

There are problems, in the case of Tonga, regarding the distinction 
between "the ludicrous" and laughter which demands a settlement as to their 
respective characteristics. In general terms, the Tongan words oli and kata 
can be respectively translated as "funny" and "laughter." Given their close 
affuuty, it can be argued that the latter is a derivative of the former, as laugh
ter results from being funny. But for there to be a faiva fakakata, the art 
of laughter, then the subject matter is laughter, which is a psychological 
phenomenon of a different order. As closely related phenomena, humor 
and laughter operate in such a way that they bring together a range of 
conflicting physical, psychological, and social tendencies into a common 
context (Chapman and Foot 1976; Hereniko 1995; Piddington 196.3) . 
Both humor and laughter can be considered a~ peculiar mental conditions, 
specifically 01iginating in the conflicting relationships between nature, mind, 
and society. 

Humor involves errors in human thinking about reality and is a specific 
condition of mind as a physically constituted, elecb·o-chemical substance. 
This opens up a new exciting area for further clitical investigation, of the 
physical operation of the brain and its responses to such emotional stimuli 
as anger and hunger. Other emotions that elicit physiological responses 
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are laughter and shame, the respective outcomes of comedy and tragedy. 
Thus, the brain C<Ul be critically examined as a neurological-magnetic, 
electrochemical, molecular-biological substance at the interface of nature 
and nurture (Mahina 2002b; cf. Mahina 2002a; 2003a). 

However, the psychological process of thinking can create contradictions 
in the form of awareness, consciousness, or knowledge of reality which 
are largely brought about by human subjective interests, mental defects, 
or both. Following Nietzsche and Freud, John Anderson talks about 
the mind as having competing mental strivings (Anderson 1962; cf. Baker 
1979; Mahina 2002b), where laughter, or shame in the case of tragedy, 
cause conflict. Other mental strivings may include anger, hunger, affection, 
aud sadness. It is the nature of the mind to know or be awm·e of things 
in reality. Things in reality are, in turn, independently presented as images 
to the conscious mind. The presentation of these images is made via the 
psychological process of thinking, which transmits them as distinct entities 
in the fonn of knowledge. These distinct images can be conveyed via their 
iru1ate qualities or in terms or human interests, which may amount to either 
objective knowledge or subjective understanding (Mahina 1999a, 2002a, 
2002b, 2003a). As a source of conflicts, the latter largely provides a fertile 
ground for human absurdities, defining the content or subject matter of 
what is ftU1ny as an art form. Laughter is then triggered by the mir1d being 
self-conscious that misconception has occnrred during the psychological 
process of thinking. This exemplifies the notion that as a realist opposed 
to an iJealist would say, errors in thir1king are a problem of mind but not 
of reality (Mahina 1999c, 2002a, 2004b; cf. Anderson 1962; Baker 1979; 
Helu 1999). 

However, this paper does not attempt to examine the nature of 
humor and laughter. Rather, it examines formal, subst<U1tial, and functional 
relationships as physical, mental, m1d social entities, which define humor m; 
an art form of some relevance to Tongans.4 Unequivocally, humor is at least 
understood <L~ an art form in Tonga and specifically called faiva fakaoli, 
grouped under the generic classification referred to as (~uva, i.e., perfor
mance mt. There has not been consensus regarding a dcBnition of humor 
as an a1t form, and this is reflected in vmying degrees of ambivalence in 
both academic and popular attitudes toward humor <L~ a conflicting human 
phenomenon. This is evidenced by the opposing arguments of classical 
writers, Renaissance thinkers, sixteenth- and scvcnteenth-centwy theorists, 
and modem scholars (Piddington 1963). Despite clifferences among thesE' 
theories, they all regard laughter as a fonn of aggression (Chapman and Foot 
1976; Piddington 1963; cf. Hereniko 1995). However, this view may be 
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more applicable to hUJmm conflicts that lead to anger as an expression of 
violence or aggression than those that give rise to laughter as a unifying mode 
of celebration. 

Regardless of whether humor is taken across cultures as an art form 
or not, it transforms the spatio-temporal, substantial-temporal conflkts of 
human absurdities into self-knowledge of one's ignorance, then into some 
kind of order. This form of order, i.e., self-knowledge, results from tlw 
underst<mding that an error has been committed, and this knowledge 
becomes a source of celebration through laughter. Laughter is the best med
icine because it heals both the body m1d mind and thus is physically and 
mentally therapeutic (Mahina 2002a, 2003a; cf. Piddington 1963). Of equal 
importance is the understanding which renders the art form of humor a form 
of interpreting the nature of human ignorance. In one sense, especially when 
humor is treated as a fonn of violence, the art of criticism can be readily, 
albeit problematically, regarded as a form of aggression. Criticism can par
ticularly be viewed as aggressive when it involves seeing things as they really 
are, in a single level of reality, as opposed to observing them as we would 1ike 
them to be. The opposition between these two states of mind becomes 
a source of conflict where human ignorance of reality (cu1d of mind) is 
transformed to realtmderstanding via criticism as <\ work of cut, thereby also 
qualif)ring education as an art form (Mahina 1999c, 2008; Mahina, Mahina, 
and Mahina 2007; Mahina, Potauaine, et al. 2007; Mahina, Seve-Williams, 
et al. 2007). 

Willie such ambivalence exists, in Tongan culture humor is treated as 
an art form. As an art form, humor can be defined as a work of the mind 
in, or a form of investigation of, humCUl absurdities, involving a process 
of spatio-temporal, substantial-formal transformation from a condition 
of ignorance to a state of understanding. Quite simply, it is a ta-va, fuo
uho movement from conflict to harmony, i.e., from humor as a cause 
of laughter to laughter in itself as a human celebration, an effect, a form of 
self-knowledge. 

By impacting the mind as a physical, elecb·ochemical substance, this 
internal transfonnative process creates laughter in a celebratmy mode. 
Like the emotional feeling or psychological state of warmth, "fieriness," or 
exuberance considered extrinsic to the performance arts of poetry, music, 
and dance, the act oflaughter is merely a response to humor as a work of aJt.5 

The effect or impact of laughter on both performer and viewer results in 
a form of b·ansformation, but it is one that is external to humor as a work 
of art. In communicative tenns, such an effect functions in ways that are 
psychoanalytic, hypnotic, or therapeutic to both performer and viewer. As 
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far as humor goes, human absurdities (i.e., contradictory human situations) 
define its content while the manner in which they are aesthetically revealed 
constitutes its form. 

Faiva Fakaoli and Faiva Fakamamahi: Tongan Performance and 
Material Arts of Comedy and Tragedy 

The conflicting formal, substcmtial, cmd functional relationships within and 
between faiva fakaoli and f~uva fakamamahi require a reflection on both 
Tongan arts of comedy and tragedy. While the former is connected to "the 
a1t of funny things," the latter is concerned with ''the art of sad things." 
Fakamamahi literally means "in-the-style-of-being-sad" and mamahi means 
being sad (or sadness). Both art fon11S have conllieting human emotions or 
thoughts as their common theme or subjeet matter for aesthetic treatment. 
In the case of faiva fakaoli, comedy deals with conflicts at the interface of 
ngali1Joto, (normality) and ngalivale (absurdity) with kata as its effect. On the 
other hand, faiva fakamamalu, or tragedy, h<mclles contradictions at the inter
section of anga'itangata (sociality) and anga'imanu (~u1imality) withfakamii 
(shame) as its outcome (Mahina, Ka' ili, and Ka'ili 2006; cf. Helu 1999; 
Mahin a 2002b). 

Both art forms, comedy and tragedy, thus have a sustained ta-va, fuo-uho 
transformation in human thinking from a condition of self-ignorance to a 
state of self-knowledge (Mahina 2002a; cf. Veateh, 1999). That is, on both 
absh·act and concrete levels, there is symmehieally a sustained albeit inten
sil1ed spatio-temporal, substantial-foml<U shift [rom unconseiousness to 
conseiousness. The expelience is, thus, eHectively psychoanalytic, hypnotic, 
or therapeutic (Mahina 2003a). In the case of comedy, however, laughter 
celebrates awareness of an error committed in the selfs thinking about 
reality, whereas in the case of tragedy, shame is a realization that the self 
has faileJ to attain the presclibed and accepted nonns of society, having 
succumbed to behavior typified as animalistic in its 1rwdus operandi. 

Although comedy and tragedy are organized in different ways across 
cultw·es, both art forms commonly deal with spatio-temporal, formal
substantial contradictions in human thinking about reality, linking nature, 
nund, and society. What may be considered funny or sad in one eulture may 
not be viewed either wholly or partially as such in another. Similcu·ly, people 
in one culture may laugh at or feel ashamed of others following an incident 
considered funny or sad which may not be regarded as such by members of 
another cultural group. Undoubtedly, comedy and tragedy are distinct art 
fo1ms, yet both comic and tragic elements are emphasized in both of them. 
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The anecdote of the comedian Selema, recounted in the section, "Misi and 
Fakaoli: Dream and Humor," illustrates my point. In this comedy, Selema 
awakens to the realization that the events he dreamed were all traf,tiC. 
His comting of a beautiful French girl, his partaking of a delicious meal, his 
discovering of gold and, worst still, his discovery that he wet his bed, were a 
series of tragic events. Yet, these tragedies aU added up to something which 
members of the kava pruty found to be extremely fmmy and, therefore, 
caused great laughter (see, e.g., Veatch, 1999). 

The spaho-temporal tnmsition from the unconscious to the conscious 
nms parallel to that from ignorance to understanding. While ignorance 
ruld tmderstanding are clialectical human conditions, order and conflict 
ru·e opposite spatio-temporal, variously manifested within and across nature, 
mind, and society. In formal tenus, conflict is vruiously taken to mean chaos, 
strife, and c1isis. Similarly, order is thought to be synonymous \vith such 
conditions as harmony, unity, and stasis. Whereas the former takes place 
by way of intersecting times and spaces, the latter involves their mediating 
in the process. The attuning of mind and reality, whkh engages in a spatia
temporal, formal-substantial movement from ignorance to knowledge, 
leads to understanding things as they objectively are, as opposed to the 
subjective preference of humm1 interest (see, e.g., Anderson, 1962; 
Helu, 1999; Mahina, 1999c, 2004b). In the case of art <md literature, these 
abstract intersections of times and spaces manifest themselves concretely by 
means of lines and surfaces or human meanings (see, e.g., Mahina, 2002b, 
2004a). 

In more generalized, less formal situations (especially in matters relating 
to socialization, which primruily involves strict moral instructions, as in 
childrearing), parents make use of a mechanism similar to the artistic device 
used in tragedy as ail cut form. I refer here to the practice of shaming people, 
conducted at the conflicting, shifting interface of anga'itangata and 
anga'imanu. For instance, usually when children seriously misbehave 
(fighting, stealing, etc.), they are told off for behaving like dogs, pigs, or ani
mals. Some familiar ones include: '"Oku 11wu ke 'o hange ha fanga kul'i!" 
("You are fighting like dogs!"), '"Oku ke kai 'o hange ha puaka!" ("You are 
eating like pigs!") (cf. Mahina 2004c). Within this context, children are not 
equated with dogs or <lllimals per se; rather, their behavior is compared to 
that of dogs or animals. 

In Tonga, as in the Pacific, we witness the composite existence of a multi
plicity of art forms where their individual rhythms are combined to yield a 
rhythmic level of an intense nature. This is evident in the case offaiva ta'anga, 
faiva hiva, and faiva haka, where their respective rhythms are merged, creat
ing another rhythmic level of a more intensified order. There is, naturally, a 
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close affinity between them. For instcmce, when a poem is composed, it is 
then put to music and then choreographed into a dance. Similarly, both the 
cuts of comedy and tragedy are present in the cut forms of faiva fcmanga and 
fa iva lea heUaki, "proverbs" (Mahina 1999c, 2003b, 2004c). 

The Tongan myths of the Twtle Sangone and Canoe Lom ipcau are meta
phorical records of the individual historical, imperial links between Tonga 
<md Samoa on the one hand and Tonga and 'Uvea on the other where eaeh 
of them is featured in the form of a tragedy and a <:omcdy respectively 
(Mahina 1992, 1993, l999b; Mahina and Alatini 2007; cf. Mahina, Ka'ili, and 
Ka'ili 2006). The same applies to the art of proverbs. A Tongan proverb such 
as Lau matangi Jati faZe (Talking about the wind from inside the house) is 
eomie while one such as 'Oua 'e lau kafo, ka e lau lava (Mind not injury; 
rather, mind duty) is tragic (Mahina 2004c). WhiiP myths are prosaic, 
proverbs are poetie, and both are essentially rhythmic in re lative degrees. 
Myths cu1d proverbs, like comedy and tragedy, deal with conflicts in the 
humcu1 situation (Mahina L999b, 2003b, 2004c). In effect, Tongan myths cu1d 
proverbs can be generally divided into basically two types, the comic and 
the tragic. However, there have been cases where the comic and the tragic 
coexist in myth, proverb, or both. 

Fananga and Misi: Myth and Dream 

While myths and dreams share a lot in common as worlds of pure possibili
tic>s, where relations of cause <md effect are absent, they arc manifestations 
of the public and private subconscious miuds respectively (Bott 1972; 
cf. Anderson 1962; Helu 1999; Mahina 2003a). As expressions of the human 
lll1consciousness, myths and dxeams take place on the collective and individ
ual levels (Helu 1999). They not only relate to the sp<>ciue humor of interest 
in this essay but are also directly connected with hypnotism, where both 
myth and dream are necessarily utilized as an investigative and commmlica
tive instrument. Whereas a myth is a collective dream, a dream is <m inclivid
nal myth (Mru1ina 2003a, 2003b). As psychological processes, myths and 
dreams represent an actual spatia-temporal transition from the conscious to 
the subconscious (Mahina 2003a; cf. Bott 1972; He lu 1999). Given the rela
tive absence oflogic or relations of cause and effect in the111, both myths emu 
dreams are considered worlds where anything is possible (ef. Anderson 1962; 
Baker 1979). 

In these domains, the actual is, above spatia-temporality, mentally 
transformed into the potential, i.e., the impossible is transformed into the 
possible. While a myth is the deliberate creation of the conscious mind or 
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waking state, a dream is the accidental creation of the unconscious mind or 
sleeping state. Consciously, a myth is a mental creation that utilizes all the 
senses, where the collective mind transcends events over and above the 
single level of reality, to either a higher or lower level of existence. Opposite 
of a myth is a dream, an accidental creation of the unconscious mind occur
ring without the senses (Mahina 1999a). The senses are like door.:vays 
through which external images of reality freely present themselves to the 
mind where they are, in turn, mentally or electrochemically processed in 
te1ms of their individual qualities. This psychological process epistemologi
cally organizes the ontological distinctions and relations of images or things, 
or states of affairs. Such complex interplay of mind and reality actively 
produces knowledge, either in subjective or objective terms, amounting at 
times to ignorance and confusion artd at other times to real understanding 
(Mahina 2002a, 2003a; cf. Anderson 1962; Baker 1979). 

Fananga, Misi, and Faito'oloto: Myth, Dream, and Hypnotism 

Myths and dreams are transformative, investigative, and communicative in 
nature, deployed in hypnotism, and regarded as forms of psychoanalysis. 
Myths and dreams are combined in the context of hypnosis, which is a form 
of psychoanalysis. Hypnosis, like psychoanalysis, is the study of the mind. 
In a way, hypnosis initially parallels myth artd finally parallels dream. In a 
similar manner to psychoanalysis, hypnosis operates "'rithin the context of 
the waking mind. As in the case of myth, the hypnotist consciously, though 
deliberately, engages in the design of a world relatively free of logic and 
external to the hypnotized. The hypnotized's waking mind is acted upon in 
conscious and intentional ways by the hypnotist, slowly transforming the 
conscious mode of the hypnotized to a state of unconsciousness by means of 
relations having no cause and effect. 

DUJing hypnosis, the senses (i.e., hearing, touch, taste, sight, and smell, 
which chartnel information about reality to the waking or conscious mind) 
are increasingly numbed by the creation of an environment of peace and 
harn10ny. When the senses of the hypnotized are consciously suppressed 
through complete silence, hypnotism unconsciously takes on the form of 
a myth, which is developed into a dream via total concentration. As a trans
formation process, hypnotism begins with a myth and ends with a dream. 
Total concentration <md complete silence combine to produce an air of 
freedom, of no logical consequence or, for the same reasons, of no causal 
relations (Mahina 2003a). In effect, both a myth and a dream take the 
hypnotized through a ta-va, fuo-uho of thoughts, transforming the world of 
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the here-and-now to the ethereal, yet real, realm of the so-called "divine" 
experience. 

Misi and Fakaoli: Dream and Humor 

Through the following stmy, which has some psychoanalytic implications, 
we experience the clever deployment of humor as a Tongan art form cre
atively produced in the context of a dream. The h·;msfonnative capacities 
common to both the rut fonn of humor ami dream as a state of mind c:om
hine to tell us more ahout their shared investigative <md communicative 
nah.rre. At this point, I would like to retell a story that was told by 
an e lderly m<m i11 afaikava ( Collocott 1927; Feldman 1980; cf. Bott 1972), an 
informal kava drinking I attended many years <\go in Tonga. This old m<m of 
Fijian descent was Sclcma, the extremely -,vitty, humorous, and gifted teller 
and miginal creator of funny anecdotes. He was known in faikava circles all 
over Tonga for his sense of humor and as an accomplished atiist of faiva 
(~tkaoli. Clowning, usually the forte of older women, like satire (H au'ofa 
1983, 1995), may be considered a generic variation of comedy. 

Selema, gradually tilting up his head and raising his voice, begins to 
tell his tale. An abrupt change in mood occurs and everyone becomes 
noticeably quiet in great anticipation as the so-called "wicked
minded" Selema is np, once again, to his usual tricks. 

"After drinking a lot of kava last night, I staggered to my little 
coconut-thatched house. Intoxicated and half:.aw<tke, I collapsed 
senselessly onto my bed, a little plain mat on the lloor. 1 had drunk 
too much of the muddy-colored stuff, you know. Strangely, how
ever, I forgot to pass water or eat any food. H ardly had seconds gone 
by when I feU into a deep sleep. 

Then, I had a dream. I dreamt atld dreamt. In my dream, I saw 
many things; things I had never seen before. First, I saw myself in 
Paris. There, I was courting an exceedingly beautiful French girl. All 
of a sudden, however, as we were just about to kiss, I saw myself 
back in Tonga. I was at a feast sitting at the front table, busily feed
ing on yams <lnd roasted suckling pigs. 

In a blink of an eye, I saw myself walking on ice at the foot of a 
snowy mountain. Walking and walking, I looked down on the ice. 
'H umth! Cold!' I exclaimed loudly. In my excitement, I started 
reaching down to pick up the nuggets. But I simply could not. Ah! 
So I thought, '1 need somethmg warm; something that would melt 
the ice. Ha! Ha! Wann wate r! But from where, when in the midst of 
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nowhere?' I asked myself. Suddenly, it clicked and I knew what to 
do. Hurriedly, I started lifting up my long skirt-like wraparound 
tupenu. In no time, I was uriJ1ating away on the ice, you see. It was 
the most refreshingly satisfying experience, "vith the exception, of 
course, of having sex. Anyway, the ice melted! With great elation, 
I quickly reached dovvn." 

But the very moment when Selema touched the gold nuggets, he 
woke up, instead, holding his balls! By now, he was \vide awake. The 
French beautiful girl was a lie; the great feast was a lie; even the gold 
was a lie. What was true, though, was that Selema had simply wetted 
his tupenu! 

Everyone's emotions were suspended while they awaited the climax of 
Selemifs story. When he reached the humorous conclusion of his tale, we 
could no longer contain ourselves and burst into great laughter, making it a 
most fulfilling experience. Once again, there was another sudden change 
in the ahnosphere, this time from dead silence to raucous laughter, creating 
an electrifYing and tense feeling of exuberance. This kind of emotional 
fulfillment is common to most, if not all, kava drinking occasions for relating 
and debating issues of major cultural and historical significance (see, e.g., 
Feldman 1980; Collocott 1927). Kava drinking gatherings are also platforms 
for relaying oral traditions, for engaging in oratory and poetry of unique 
sophistry and rarity, for telling creative and original stories, jokes, and humor 
and recasting of old ones, and for singing traditional and contemporary songs 
of great artistry and beauty. 

Faito'o'atamai and Fakaoli: Psychoanalysis and Humor 

In separate yet connected fonnal, substantial, and functional terms, psycho
analysis and humor (which involve a transformation fi·orn consciousness to 
unconsciousness and self-ignorance to self-knowledge respectively) are both 
investigative and communicative in nature (Mahina 2002a, 2003a, 2005a, 
2005b; cf. Bott 1972; Helu 1999). As evident in the preceding st01y, two 
separate people or states of mind are featured in h"'o distinct but interlaced 
domains. Engaged in conversation are Selema's conscious self and his uncon
scious mind, respectively situated in the waking domain and the dreaming 
world. The girl and food seen in his dream are probably images of sexual and 
hunger instincts deeply seated or suppressed in his subconscious mind. 
He undergoes a transfonnation from the waking world to the dream realm 
where all things were made possible, although not logically connected as 
they normally m·e in the waking world. 
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This breeds <m atmosphere of liberation, a fi·eeing up of Sekma's self or 
mind from the physical, social, and mental constraints of the waking world, 
which lasts nearly as long as his dream. It is not until Selcma awakes from 
his state of unconsciousness and deep sleep that he realizes all the things 
he saw in his dream were an illusion, i.e ., they were simply unb1.1e or 
false. These things all existed only in his mind, which was informed sttictly by 
prior actual experience stored in his sulx:onsciousness. However, he awoke 
to the unpleasant reality that he actually wetted his tnpenu. Although his 
dream is the subject matter of Selema's humor, which is a self-inquiry into 
how his own conscious and subconscious mind works, the two states of affairs, 
dreaming and laughing, nevertheless combine to yield a multiplicity of 
healing e flects. 

Conclusion: Issues and Implications 

Dreams and humor arc formally, substantially, and functionally related. 
Dreams, like myths, generate movement li·mn consciousness to unconscious
ness. Tlw subject matter for psychoanalysis, or hypnotism for that matter, is 
inquiry into the workings of the mind ( Mahina 2003a; d . .Bott 1972; Ilelu 
1999). Using his dream as his subject matter, Selema utilizes humor as a 
form of hypnosis ;U1d also psychoanalysis. Everyone, including SC'IC'ma, was 
temporally and spatially transfom1ed through complete silence and total 
anticipation tluring the event, which concludes with a fulfilling sense of e la
tion at the end. His dream contains a number of conflicting situations. Their 
climax reveals a disconnect between his dreaming and waking selves when 
he realizes that the visions in his dream are not the reality of his wakeful 
world. The absurclity of the sih1ation causes laughter. Revelation of the c:on
tradictory character of the human situation, usually obscured by subjective 
interests, can be a source of objective knowledge. WhC'n a porlion of this 
subjectivity is temporally and spatially, fonnally and substantially trans
formed into humor, the creation becomes <U1 artistic celebration of the 
understanding of human absurdities through laughter. Aesthetically pleasing 
as a work of art, the experience derived from Tongan humor is both fonnally 
revealing and functionally healing. 
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faiUi,Jaiva- photography, performance a1t of 
faiva- perfonnance art 
faito 'o 'atama.i- psychoanalysis 
faito 'oloto-hypnosis 
fakakata-laughter-like 
fakarnii-shame; shame-like 
fakarnarnahi,faiva- sad things, penormance art of; sadness-like; tragedy 
fakaoli, faiva- funny things, performance art of; funny-like; comedy; 

humor 
faZe- house 
fananga, faiva- legend( -telling), perfonnance art of 
fiw-form; shape; structure 
fuo-ttho-form-content 
fo 'uvaka- boat-building, material art of 
haka, faiva- dance, performance a1t of 
heliaki-epiphoric and metaphoric device 
hele'uhila,.faiva--cinema or film, pe1fonnance mt of 
hiva,faiva-music, performance art of 
kafo-mjure; injmy 
kai- eat; eating 
kata- laugh; laughter 
ke- fight; fighting; quarrel; quarrellmg 
koka'anga, nimamea'a- bark-cloth-making, fine art of 
kulf- dog 
liilanga, nimamea'a- mat-weaving, fine art of 
lalava, tufimga~afa-sinnet lashing, material att of 
langafale, ttifimga- house-buildmg, material rut of 
lava- possible; able; possibility; ability 
lea heliaki,.faiva-proverbs, performance art of 
mii-shame 
maama-light 
miifana-wann; warmth 
mamahi- sadness 
matangi- winds 
misi--dream 
Moana-localized name of the Polynesians 
ngalipoto-nonnality 
ngalivale-absurdity 
nimamea'a-fine art 
oli-funny 
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puaka-pig 
ta-time; tempo; beat; rhythm; rate; pace; fonn 
ta'anga,faiva-poetry, perform<mce art of 
talatupu 'a,faiva-myth( -telling), perfonnance art of 
l£1maka, ttifimga-stone-cutting, material art of 
tlitattm, tufimga-tattooing, material art of 
ta-va-time-space 
tauelangi-ut. "reaching-the-sky"; excitement 
t!ifiwga-matC'rial art 
tupenu-wrap-around garment 
uho-content; substance; space 
va-space; rdations; distance; smface 
vela-bum; burning; fiery 
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NOTES 

1.. The subject matter of science deals \vith the form and content of things in nah1re, 
mind, and society, with their function as a different matter altogether. That is , science 
is primarily voncerucd with the independent working of things, as opposed to their 
treatment as we would like them to be. 

2. Like the chief concems of science with the form and content of things across nature, 
mind, and society, those of art and literature are with their t:ii and va and fuo and uho 
underpinnings on both the abstract <md concrete levels. Their functions are an issue for a 
separate c:onsidcration. 

3. lt must be poil•tcd out that all the kupesi (elaborate and c-omplex designs) used in 
such art forms as lufunga lfilntnu (tattooing), tujunga ngnohikttlo (potteJy-making), liilnngn 
(weaving) and koka'anga (bark-cloth-making) are derivatives of the master art of tr~fimga 
lnlnva, ktiflt-sinnet-lashing, i.e., line-space intersection. Tllis is in c-ontrast to the common 
problematic asscJtiou amongst Pacific archaeologists, notably Professor Roger Green, that 
kupesi such as those used in the production of bark-cloth, were derived fi·om the ones 
associated \vitb Lapita potte1y. 

4. Ye1y little research has been done on Pacific humor (cf. Piddington 1963), let alone 
Tongan humor, except the works of a few Pacific scholars such as Epeli TTau'ofa on Pacific 
satire in general (IIau'ofa 1983, 199.5; cf. Hau'ol~t 2000, 2005) ;mel Vilisoni Hereniko 
on Rottml<m clowning (1995), infonnecl by a strict sense of idealism, structuralism, 
aud detvnninislll . Hercniko's recent sho1t award-nominated film, The Land lias Eyes 
(2005) is of the same idealist, structuralist, and detem1inist type. While Ius two works can 
be considered m1 excellent piece of ethnography, they offer very little by way of the01y. 
Moreover, both ofltis works dwell stJictly on what lrumo,-and myth do, i.e., their extrinsic, 
social function, more so tl1an what humor and myth are, i.e., their intrinsic, aesthetic 
nature. 
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5. In Tonga,.faiva fakaoli is commonly yet mistakenly interchanged with what has also 
been alluckd to as fa iva fakakata to be Tongan art of humor. Given t hat katrt (laughter) is 
<lll outc:ome of oli (being funny) as closely related psychological processes, it <.:<m be argued 
that fakaoli is a more appropriate tenn for humor than fakakata. But if there is to be a lruva 
fakakata (mt of laughter), then kata (laughter) is tmequivocally its subject matter, and not 
oli (being funny), which is the theme of faiva fakaoli (mt of fwmy things). 
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JAPAN'S INDUSTRIAL DE 
GU 

V\ 
The Australian Nationa 

Guam's long-unsrttled wartimr 
of Hcprcscntativrs-<.:oncerns, 
by the Japanese tHilitary. This i 
written sources of the war years 
incs the Japanese Nmy's indtL~tr 
during the Pacillc War, which 
substantiates the Japanese Na· 
failure, considering Guam's tw• 
U.S. territory m1d its location i1 
"organic integration" policy. th1 
in a wanner that would encm 
Jronically, "organic integration" 
than exemplify a Jap:mese desir 

ON DECEMBER 8, 1941 (local 
attacked by Japan simultan<'o 
December 10, a force of 2,9( 
6 hours later, Captain G. J. Me 
surrender. The .54th Naval Gt 
becamt> responsible for guard 1 

was permanent possession of th 
Impe1ial Court) and integrating 
Jap<m's territ01y and legally a L 
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